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AESTRACI
A technique for displaying and analyzing Osgood's

Semantic Differential data in three -dimensional semantic space is
described. The technique emtloys a square board, with equidistant
drilled holes, in which are placed dowels of various lengths combined
with labels cf different shapes. Studies h,ve found 3 major factors
(Evaluation, Activity, and Potency) in analyzing reactions of diverse
subjects to different concepts on rating scales. Although, used
togetner, these factors greater discrimination ti.an a
unidimensional or bidimensional approach, there are difficulties in
visualizing the relationships in three-dimensional data analyses,
Methods for the preparation of instruments which allow balanced
presentation and/or samplings of concepts, scales, origin and width
of end points, are explained. These, instruments, analyses, and the
display technique facilitate quick and easy interpretation and
presentation cf semantic difiefential data. Several studies co..ucted,
during the pas'. two years are used to illustrate both the approach
and the type cf displays resulting from various subject groups,
scales, and concepts. Example displays are illustrated in a series of
photcsraphs. CIA;
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A technique will be described fnr displaying and
analyzing Osgood's Semantic Differential data in three-
dimensional semantic space. Several studies conducted
during the past two years will be used to illustrate both

CO the approach and the type of displays resulting from
various subject groups, scales, and concepts. Also to
be explained are methods Itilized to prepare instruments

CD which allow for balanced presentation and/or samplings
C7.1 of concepts, scales, origin and width of endpoints. These

instruments, anaiyses and display procedures facilitate
quick and easy interpretation and presentation of semantic
differential data.

The Semantic Differential (SD) is a potent research tool which deserves
greater utilization in education research. One reason for underutilization may
be the difficulty of conceptualizing three-dimensional semantic space. A simple
technique for visually presenting the three dimensions of Osgood's semantic
space will be the major emphasis of this presentation. Osgood and many others
have generally found three major factors (Evaluative, Activity, and Potency) in
analyzing reactions of diverse subjects to different concepts on different bipolar
scales. These three dimensions, when utilized together, allow greater discrimina-
tion than a tniidimensional or bidimensional approach. The difficulty of such
three-dimensional analyses of data derives from lack of easy means of
visualizing such relationships. The purpose of this paper is to describe methods
and procedures found to be helpful in the administration and qnalysis of such
research.

The techniques described and illustrated allow for actual display of concepts
within semantic space. Such displays facilitate both clarity in the analyses and
clarity in reporting rezults through photographic reproduction of such displays.
Clusters, isolates. and other groupings of concepts become obv!ous. With such
visual displays, the technique is inexpensi.,e and simple, thereby affording more
differential analyses than might usually be attempted.

*Presented at the 55th annual meeting of the American Educational
R^search Association in New York, N. Y., February 4, 1971.
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Several studies will be described to illustrate both the techniques of
instrument construction and the procedures of data exploration and analysis.
Using various subject groups, concepts, scales, and instrument formats, these
studies illustrate ways of counterbalancing structural elements of the instrument
and ways of obtaining internal samples of subjects, concepts, and/or scales.
The methods of plotting the resulting data are especially helpful in taking full
advantage of three-dimensional semantic space, as opposed to the more usual
uniOimensional approach.

The studios conducted by the author (or with his assistance) will be utilized
to illustrate both the instrument construction and display analysis techniques.
These studies deal with such topics as an open-speaker policy issue on a university
campus, a school dropout study, and an institute evaluation. (The studies will be
used only for illustration, not for presentation of findings.)

he suggested techniques should lead not only to greater utilization of the
semantic differential technique, but also to greater indepth analyses of the resulting
data. Concepts (or words) are essential elements of all educational endeavors.
Without greater clarity of the differing perceptions to such concepts, education will
needlessly flounder in misinterprets'tion. The semantic differential techniques as
outlined in this paper should fird great utilization in studying such disparities of
perceptions. (The display techniques could also lie most useful in other areas
utilizing three-dimensional measures.)

This paper concentrates on the conceptual analysis of SD data, as opposed
to sophisticated statistical analyses. This emphasis is not intended to disparage the
importance of various statistics as us.i in analyses of such data. Rather it is
intended to illustrate a means to conceptualize and illustrate such statistical analyses
more easily. It is also maintained that these displays may prove useful in educational
situations using only the simplest of statistical tools.

Semantic Space Displays

Heise (1'369, p. 412) states that: "Factor analyses of SD data consistently
show that there are three major dimensions of rating response--Evaluation,
Activity, and Potency. Studies dealing with a great variety of scales, stimuli,
and subjects have demonstrated the pro._ inence and significance of the EPA structure
in SD data." These major factors form Osgood's three-dimensional semantic space
(Figure 1A). Location wi bin the dimensions of semantic space is determined by the
mean (or median) scores of an individual's or groups' response., to two or more
scales for each of the three factors. Thus it is possible to combine a number of
separate responses, made on a series of seven point scales, into a single oliserva-
tion located within a three-dimensional space. As shown in Figure '1A, the dimensions
of this space are Activity (A), Potency (P), and Evaluation (E). (Though the independ-
ence of these three factors ;nay still be questioned, they do remain useful analytical
tools.)
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Figure 1.

(A)

FIGURE 1. SD DATA MATRICES
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Osgood (1957, p. 86) also illustrates tri-dimensionally the "rectangular
solid of data generated by ti e semantic differential" (Figure 1B). Here the three
dimensions arc scales, concepts and subjects to which he suggests the addition
of the dimension of time (Ose,00d, pp. 86-87). The researcher is then faced with
the options of either utilizing k scales with m concepts given t times to n
subjects or he may combine scales into k' factors presented with m concepts,
given t times to n subjects. In addition it is possible to group subjects (n')
and/or concepts (nil)* and/or times (t'). The alternatives available are,
therefore, a four-dimensional matrix of scores (k x m x n x t) with all elements
ungrouped or the opticns of collapsing (summation) along one or more of the dimensions.

Such multi- dimensional data is somewhat difficult to portray and conceptualize.
Figure 2 illustrates three familiar ways of graphically presenting SD data. Figure
2A is a common method (Osgood 1957, p. 90) of presenting the response of a single
subject (or group means) to concepts A, B, C, and D cn scales a, h, c, d, e
and f. (The letters a f might also represent factor means.) Such a method
allows easy perception of similarities such as between concepts A and B. The
similarity of response ratterns between B anc C is not so simple, however, due
to their polarity. In addition, differences such as shown by D in comparison to
A, B and C are even more difficult to conceptualize. The addition of still more
concepts, and/or subjects, and/or times contributes further to the confusion.

The method illustrated 'n Fibure 2B (Osgood 1957, p. 2G2) utilizes Osgood's
distance measure to plot concepts (A-G), in relation to neutrality (darkened circle),
within semantic space. Such an approach is helpful in many ways but the lack of
reference points, other than neutrality, is a hindrance especially if several such
diagrams are to be compared. Figure 2C (Osgood 1957, p. 114) adds the needed
reference points by showing the formed by the factors of Activity and Potency
located at the cent .?.r of the vertical Evaluative scale. Here again are difficulties,
however, such as the lack of clear discrimination bet' een concept A ( a plus score
on Evaluative) and concept. B ( a minus sr:ore on Eva,ative).

A desire to improve upon these representations led to the development of the
SD display board. Consisting of nothing more than a square board with equidistant
drilled holes and a collection of varied length dowels and different shaped labels, the
SD display board allows three-dimensional displays of data which greatly facinate
analysis and conceptualization of SD data. The use of such a display board will be
illustrated through brie. summaries of various studies.

Osgood (1957, p. 87) warns against grouping concepts:, however on page 17
there is presented an example of concept grouping which shows promise.
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Open-Speaker Policy Study

In the spring of 1969 the author led a university class through a learning
experience in scale construction to illustrate how SD might be applied to
assessment of public feelings toward a prominent issue. The major issue on
campus at the time was an effort of student leaders to bring about a completely
open policy town(' inviting speakers, i.e. , student organizations would have
complete freedom to invite anyone they wished to speak.

This issue brought before the students several individuals and concepts
which were then incorporated as stimuli in the SD. The instrument was adminis-
tered to five selected campus groups. The results of the different group reactions
are presented in Figures 3 to 7. (The label shapes distinguish between groups.)

Figure 3 presents the EPA mean scores for the four major student govern-
ment leaders. The Activity mean score is plotted from left (1 or -3) to right
(7 or +3); the Potency mean score is plotted from front (1 or -3) to back (7 or +3);
and Evaluative from bottom (1 or -3) to top (4 or 13). (As indicated by the drilled
holes, the means were rounded to the nearest half-poin:.)

This display from individuals deeply involved in the issue shows great
dispersion and range of scores. A clear cluster of concepts (or individuals)
which are closely associated appears in the upper right-hand corner.

Figure 4 displays scores generated by leaders of the Women Student
Government who were also involved in the issue. Figures 5 and 6 are also scores
from females, but here they were members of an undergraduate dorm or a senior
seminar it, Home Economics. Figure 7 displays the results of members of a
campus fraternity.

When the five displays are placed side by side the differences appear
rather striking. Most obvious is the steady reduction in dispersion ur range of
scores from Figure 3 to Figure 7. In addition to this overall observation, each
concept is easily comparable from one group to another. (The difficulty in
reading labels is merely technical and easily alleviated as the next illustrations
will show.)

With these five display boards it became very easy to conceptualize the
data generated by 3 factors, 18 concepts ana 5 groups of subjects. The same
amount of data in tabular form would be much more difficult to perceive.
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Dropout Study

Another study (Berryman, 1970) conducted in the spring of 1970 attempted
to assess 16-year old students' perceptions of school and nanschool :concepts.
Figures 8 and 9 present the mean factor scores resulting from responses of
students in two different schools to the same personality concepts. Students
attendirg an all black high school (School 1) provided the data in Figure 8 and
Figure 9 presents data from an all white high school (School 2). The three
separate clusters of personalities Ehown in Figure 8 are strikingly different
from the lack of clusters in Figure 9. Figurty:: 10 and 11 plot the mean scores
from students in the school 2 to role concepts and general concepts, respectively.

Although each illustration present.: the mean from a group separately, it
is often desirable to display results in diffr,nnit formats. With each labe. shape
representing a different group, it is easy to set a single display which plots
the means of various groups to selected concepts. For example, a display of
School 1 and School 2 factor means to the personality concepts of Martin Luther
King, James Brown, Ted Kennedy, Johnny Cash, President Nixon and the Iron
Butterfly would lead to interesting questions regarding differences between the
two student bodies.

Perceptions of Institute Participants

Another study (Heller, 1971) conducted during the summer of 1970 assessed
perceptions of participants to concepts related to an institute before and after the
one week activity. Inc 3playing the results of this study, shapes were again used
t distinguish between groups. With differential shading or coloring of labels,
the variable of time (pretest/posttest) can easily be added.

12
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Instrument Construction

Thu remainder of this paper will deal very briefly with selected .tspects
of the construction of the Si) instrument. Just as the researcher is faced with
a variety of variables to analyze, he also is faced with a variety of alternatives
as to how the instrument will be constructed. The order of concept presentation
must be determined, as must the order of scales presented with each concept.
In addition, the more critical questions of which concepts and which sales must
be answered.

Technique., used by the author in the three studies cited seem helpful in
answering some of the questions. The l'irst approach utilized mark-sense
punched cards with a single concept and scale on each card (Towne 1967). In other
studies the more handy mark-sense sheets were utilized. Figure 14 illustrates
one sheet of an SD instrument used in a study of perceptions toward various
communications concepts. The concepts, scales and codes were applied to pre-
printed mark-sense sheets by the nuiltilith process. With the aid of a compet,nt
printer it is possible to print in two separate runs, a variety Jf concept patteins
and scale patterns. With such opportunity to provide variety, it is a relatively
simple matter to counterbalance and alter order as desired.

The communications r fl;CIY illustrates this point. Each subject, reacted to
20 concepts on each 3 seal( s. However, these con,L.epts and scales were not the
same for all subjects. Through systematic and random sampling each group of
subjects reacted to a total of 56 concepts on 9 separate scales (3 per factor).

The concepts employed in this study were of both general and specific
nature. The eleven general concepts were presented to all subjects with one
scale from each of the three factors. Two of these general concepts were each
paired with 18 related concepts which were of a more specific nature. These
specific concepts were printed and collated in a manner which resulted in a 1/6
sampling within each group for each concept on each scale. Three other general
concept., were each paired with 3 specific concepts. Again printing and collating
allcwed sampling within each subject group ( a 1/3 sample of total for each
concept on each scale).

In addition to sampling concepts and scales, the instruments also were
designed to counterbalance for origin of endpoint. Half the scales were presented
with the "good" endpoint on the right, while the others presented the "good" word
on the left. (Other variables were sampled in the same study, but time does
not allow for adequate discussion at this time.)
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Field Services Educational Research
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Myself as an Educator Students
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0
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FIGURE 12. SAMPLE PAGE OF MARK-SENSE SD INSTRUMENT
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The possibilities of complex research designs using this technique are
numerous. The difficulty is not with scoring the instrument, which is done
electronically, but in preparing the instrument. The brackets appearing at the
top of the sheet (Figure 14) are used to code the level of each instrument variable
appearing on that sheet. It is also possible to add other data to this area, such
as subject 1.1). number, the time of administration and similar relevant information.

SUMMARY

A procedure for displaying large amounts of data in three-dimensional
space has been presented. Such displays have greatly facilitated the conceptual
analysis of different studies, as well as the reproduction of such data in printed
format.
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